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J. B. Baillon [C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris Ser. A. 280 (1975). 1511-15141 proved an 
ergodic theorem for a single nonexpansive mapping in a Hilbert space, which is a 
nonlinear version of von Neumann’s mean ergodic theorem. In this paper, we study 
the ergodic behavior of a semigroup of nonexpansive mappings. We try to Iind a 
sequence of means on the semigroup, generalizing the Ceslro means on R\i, such 
that the corresponding sequence of nonexpansive mappings converges to a 
projection onto the set of common fixed-points. Our method of proof is an 
appropriate modification of A. Pazy’s proof [Israel J. Math. 26 (1977), 197-2041 
of Baillon’s theorem. 
I. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
- X is a closed, bounded, convex, and nonempty subset of a real Hilbert 
space H. 
- T,, g E G, is a family of nonexpansive mappings X + X: 
lIT,x-- T,~ll<llx-YII Vx,yEX, VgE G. 
- The index set G is a topological semigroup such that 
Tgh = T, 0 T,, Vg, h E G, 
and such that the mapping T is continuous with respect to the strong 
operator topology: 
T,x + T,,x strongly VxEXifg+h in G. 
II. PRELIMINARIES ON MEANS 
(a) A mean on the topological semigroup G is a linear functional 
,u: CB(G) -+ R 
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with 
ug2O*p(u)>O Vu E O(G), andp(l)= 1, 
where U(G) is the space of continuous bounded functions G -+ R. A mean fi 
on G is right invariant, if 
P(R, u) ‘P(U) Vu E Cl?(G), Vh E G, 
and left invariant, if 
P(LhU) ‘P(U) Vu E CB(G), Vh E G, 
where R,u( g) = u(gh) and Lhu(g) = u(hg) Vg, h E G. An invariant mean is 
both right and left invariant. 
(b) For u E CB(G) and c E R we write 
utg)+c as g-‘OoRI 
if there exists for each E > 0 an h E G such that 
I4gh)-cl<& VgEG, 
or equivalently, if 
c E norm closure of (R,u ) h E G). 
This implies that 
cc(U) = c for each right invariant mean ,u. 
(c) If u E CB(G) fulfills 
ah) G 0) Vg, h E G, 
then 
u(g)-+i;fU as g+mRI 
since 
ju(gh)-iEfu\=u(gh)-iEfu<u(h)-i4ftrG.z 
for a suitable h E G. 
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(d) Let U: G + X be continuous and let ,D be a mean on G. Then the 
functional 
rp: H+ R, P(Y) = /W(g)9 Y)&(g) VyEH 
is linear with 
V(Y) G ;:g W(g), Y) Vy E H. 
Hence there exists a unique element ,u(U) = I U(g)&(g) in the closed 
convex hull of the range of U such that 
V(Y) = elm Y) VyE H. 
(e) If there exists a p E X with 
II%)-PII-, as g+aOR, 
then we have for each right invariant mean ~1 on G 
.I IV(g)-Pllricr(g)=o 
and since IMU) -PII < .f II u(g) -PII 4(g), 
e-4 = P* 
(f) We define for each mean ,D on G 
T,,:X+X, T,(x) = 1 T,(x) &u(g) VXEX. 
(g) The set Fix(G) of all common fixed-points of the mappings T,, 
g E G, is a closed convex subset of X. It may be empty. 
III. THE ERGODIC THEOREM 
LEMMA 1. Assume that a left invariant mean p exists on G. Then 
T,(X) c Fix(G). Especially Fix(G) is then not empty. 
Proof: For x E X, p = T,,(x), and Vg, h E G we have 
II T,, P - Thg-4 < II P - Tgxll, 
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since Thn = T, o TR and since T,, is nonexpansive. Hence 
lIT,~-~,,xll~~Il~--T,~ll~ 
II~,~-~,,-~ll2~lI~,~-~,~~l2+Il~-~,~ll2+~~~~~-~,~~~-~,~~. 
Both sides of this inequality are continuous bounded functions of g E G, 
which allows us to take the p-integral on both sides. Since p is left invariant, 
we have 
and thus we obtain 
O<-IIP- Ml*. 
Hence T,, p =p Vh E G, T,(x) = p E Fix(G). 
LEMMA 2. Let p and 1 be two invariant means on G. Then T,, = T,, . 
Proof. We fix x E X. Let P: X-+ Fix(G) be the best approximation 
projection onto the closed, convex, and, by Lemma 1, nonempty set Fix(G). 
P is characterized by the inequality 
(a-Pa,b-Pa)<0 Va E X, Vb E Fix(G). 
Put p, = P(T,x) and v(g) = llpg - T,x(l* Vg E G. Then v E CB(G) and 
v(h) = IIP,, - GA2 2 IIT,P, - TgW12 = IIP~ - TpAI 
= IIPh -Pg# + IIPgh - T,,Al’ + %‘, -Pdh’Pgh - TghX). 
The last scalar product is nonnegative according to the characteristic 
inequality for P. Since IIpgh - T,hxl12 = v(gh), we obtain 
lIP/, -&hii* <v(h) - v(gh) Vg, h E G, 
especially 
4gh) G 0) Vg, h E G, 
409/85/l I? 
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which implies by II(c) that 
u(g)+ i;f u as g+coR. 
We define p = I pg dp(g). Then p = I pgh h(g) Vh E G since ,u is right 
invariant. Hence p is in the closed convex hull of {pa,, 1 g E G} Vh E G. 
From 
II P,, -P~AI* < v(h) - izfu 
it then follows that 
HP,, -PII’ 4 4) - i$u. 
Since v(h) +inf, v as h-+ cnR, IIp,, -pII-+ as h+ aOR, which by II(e) 
implies 
i Il~,t-PIIWO=O 
and 
P = 1 P,, da(h) 
for each right invariant mean o. We complete the proof of Lemma 2 now by 
showing that T,x = p for each invariant mean o. Since T,,x E Fix(G) by 
Lemma 1, the characteristic inequality for P furnishes 
(P, - Tnx, pg - To4 < 0 VgE G, 
or 
(P, - T+ P - Tc,x) < (P, - T,x, P -P,) VgEG, 
and hence we obtain from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
(p, - Tgx, P - T,x) Q diameter(X) . II P - ~~11 VgE G. 
Now we take the o-integral on both sides: 
(P - T,x, P - Tax) < 0, 
or T,x = p. 
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THEOREM. If a netpu,, a E A, of means on G is asymptotically invariant: 
P,(u)-&@hu)-+o WA) Vu E U?(G), Vh E G, 
P,(U) - P,(LLU) -+ 0 (aEA) Vu E CB(G). Vh E G, 
then the net TUa, a E A, converges in the weak operator topology to a 
projection onto Fix(G), that is, T,,=(x), a E A, converges weakly for each 
x E X, and the limit is a common fixed-point of the mappings T,, g E G. The 
projection onto Fix(G) is the same for all asymptotically invariant nets. 
Proof: Let p be a a(CB(G)‘, CB(G)) cluster point of the net ,u,, a EA. 
Then p is an invariant mean. Hence T,, is a projection onto Fix(G) according 
to Lemma 1. We show that TU, -+ T,, in the weak operator topology. Fix 
s E X and .r E H. The function 
u:G-+R, u(g) = (T,x, Y), Vg E G 
is in U(G) and by definition of T, we have a(u) = (T,x, y) for each mean 
u. If c E R is a cluster point of P,(U), a E A, then c =A(u) for some 
a(CB(G)‘, CB(G)) cluster point of P,, a E A. Since A is an invariant mean, 
we have T,, = TV, according to Lemma 2 and hence c = n(u) = (T,x, Y) = 
(T,x, Y). Thus (Tu,xl Y) --t Crux, Y) (a E A). 
IV. EXAMPLES 
In the case of a single nonexpansive mapping on X, we choose G = N,, 
with the discrete topology. Let pa, a E A, be a net of means on IN,. We 
assume ,ua E 1, Va E A: 
P,(U) = f 4: u(k) Vu E 1, = CB(N,), qt)Oand F q”,= 1. 
k=O &, 
Let R’, be the transposed operator of the translation R, in 1,. Then the 
assumption in the theorem is fulfilled iff 
P,-R’,~u,+o in 41,, l,), 
which for sequences (A = K) is equivalent o 
II/L -R’,~all+O 
Or 
lqka+’ -4:w (a E A). 
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As special cases, we obtain the weak convergence of the sequence 
l 5’ px, - 
n ktb 
n+a, 
which is Baillon’s original theorem, and of the Abel sequence 
(1 - r) 2 ?JPX, t-4 I-, 
k=O 
and the equality of both limits. If G = R + with the natural topology, then we 
obtain the corresponding theorems for continuous parameter semigroups: 
fib” T,x dt, s+co, 
and 
-“T,x dt, l.+o+, 
and again the equality of both limits. Similar results are easily formulated in 
the multiparameter case G = (N,)m or G = (IR +), for some m E N. 
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